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SAILING INSTRUCTIONS

Sunday Aug 25th, 2019

1 RULES

The regatta will be governed by the rules as defined in the
Racing Rules of Sailing.

2 CHANGES TO SIs &
SKIPPERS’ MEETING

Notices to competitors will be posted on the official notice
board in the clubhouse porch.

There will be a skippers’ meeting at 1200. Any change to
the sailing instructions will be posted before the meeting.

3 SCHEDULE

The first warning signal will be at 1255.

This is a pursuit race; starting times for individual boats
will be assigned at registration and announced at the skip-
pers’ meeting.

4 RADIO

The RC will broadcast on channel 68.

5 AREA & MARKS

Mark Latitude Longitude
4 42◦20.234′N 82◦50.149′W

R6 42◦22.845′N 82◦52.476′W
DP7 42◦20.834′N 82◦54.407′W

8 42◦21.226′N 82◦50.331′W

The race will start and finish at SPSC mark 4, a white can
buoy with an orange top. Shipping channel mark R6 is
a red nun buoy. Peche Island outer shoal mark DP7 is a
green light buoy. SPSC mark 8 is like SPSC mark 4.

6 COURSE

From the starting line at SPSC mark 4, sail 3.1 nautical
miles 334° magnetic to R6 leaving it to port — 2.5 nau-
tical miles 223° magnetic to DP7 leaving it to port — 3.1
nautical miles 90° magnetic to R8 leaving it to starboard
— 1.0 nautical miles 180° magnetic to the finish line at
SPSC mark 4.

Total course length is 9.7 nautical miles.

7 START

The start line will be between the RC flag on the RC boat
and SPSC mark 4.

8 FINISH

The finish line will be between the yellow pin and SPSC
mark 4. Boats should take their own times and record the
boat ahead and the boat behind.

9 PROTESTS

The protest time limit is 1 hour after the last boat finishes.

10 PRIZES

Prizes will be awarded for JOG and PHRF classes.


